We study nonparametric estimators of conditional Kendall's tau, a measure of concordance between two random variables given some covariates. We prove non-asymptotic pointwise and uniform bounds, that hold with high probabilities. We provide "direct proofs" of the consistency and the asymptotic law of conditional Kendall's tau. A simulation study evaluates the numerical performance of such nonparametric estimators. An application to the dependence between energy consumption and temperature conditionally to calendar days is nally provided.
Introduction
In the eld of dependence modeling, it is common to work with dependence measures. Contrary to usual linear correlations, most of them have the advantage of being de ned without any condition on moments, and of being invariant to changes in the underlying marginal distributions. Such summaries of information are very popular and can be explicitly written as functionals of the underlying copulas: Kendall's tau, Spearman's rho, Blomqvist's coe cient... See Nelsen [30] for an introduction. In particular, for more than a century (Spearman (1904) , Kendall (1938) ), Kendall's tau has become a popular dependence measure in [− , ] . It quanti es the positive or negative dependence between two random variables X and X . Denoting by C , the unique underlying copula of (X , X ) that is assumed to be continuous, their Kendall's tau can be directly de ned as τ , := [ , ] C , (u , u ) C , (du , du ) − (1) = IP (X , − X , )(X , − X , ) > − IP (X , − X , )(X , − X , ) < , where (X i, , X i, ) i= , are two independent versions of X := (X , X ). This measure is then interpreted as the probability of observing a concordant pair minus the probability of observing a discordant pair. See [22] for an historical perspective on Kendall's tau. Its inference is discussed in many textbooks (see [18] or [24] , e.g.). Its links with copulas and other dependence measures can be found in [30] or [20] .
Similar dependence measures can be introduced in a conditional setup, when a p-dimensional covariate Z is available. When hundreds of papers refer to Kendall's tau, only a few of them have considered conditional Kendall's tau (as de ned below) until now. The goal is now to model the dependence between the two components X and X , given the vector of covariates Z. Logically, we can invoke the conditional copula¹ C , |Z=z of (X , X ) given Z = z for any point z ∈ R p , and the corresponding conditional Kendall's tau would be simply de ned as τ , |Z=z := [ , ] C , |Z=z (u , u ) C , |Z=z (du , du ) − = IP (X , − X , )(X , − X , ) > Z = Z = z − IP (X , − X , )(X , − X , ) < Z = Z = z , where (X i, , X i, , Z i ) i= , are two independent versions of (X , X , Z). As above, this is the probability of observing a concordant pair minus the probability of observing a discordant pair, conditionally on Z and Z being both equal to z. Note that, as conditional copulas themselves, conditional Kendall's taus are invariant w.r.t. increasing transformations of the conditional margins X and X , given Z. Of course, if Z is independent of (X , X ) then, for every z ∈ R p , the conditional Kendall's tau τ , |Z=z is equal to the (unconditional) Kendall's tau τ , .
Conditional Kendall's tau, and more generally conditional dependence measures, are of interest per se because they allow to summarize the evolution of the dependence between X and X , when the covariate Z is changing. Surprisingly, their nonparametric estimates have been introduced in the literature only a few years ago ( [15] , [40] , [13] ) and their properties have not yet been fully studied in depth. Indeed, until now and to the best of our knowledge, the theoretical properties of nonparametric conditional Kendall's tau estimates have been obtained "in passing" in the literature, as a sub-product of the weak-convergence of conditional copula processes ( [40] ) or as intermediate quantities that will be "plugged-in" ( [12] ). Therefore, such properties have been stated under too demanding assumptions. In particular, some assumptions were related to the estimation of conditional margins, while this is not required because Kendall's tau are based on ranks. In this paper, we directly study nonparametric estimatesτ , |z without relying on the theory/inference of copulas. Therefore, we will state their main usual statistical properties: exponential bounds in probability, consistency, asymptotic normality.
Our τ , |Z=z has not to be confused with the so-called "conditional Kendall's tau" in the case of truncated data ( [39] , [28] ), in the case of semi-competing risk models ( [23] , [19] ), or for other partial information schemes ( [6] , [21] , among others). Indeed, particularly in biostatistics or reliability, the inference of dependence models under truncation/censoring can be led by considering some types of conditional Kendall's tau, given some algebraic relationships among the underlying random variables. This would induce conditioning by subsets. At the opposite, we will consider only pointwise conditioning events in this paper, under a nonparametric point-of-view. Nonetheless, such pointwise events can be found in the literature, but in some parametric or semi-parametric particular frameworks, as for the identi ability of frailty distributions in bivariate proportional models ( [31] , [27] ). Other related papers are [3] or [25] , that are dealing with extreme co-movements (bivariate extreme-value theory). There, the tail conditioning events of Kendall's tau have probabilities that go to zero with the sample size.
In Section 2, di erent kernel-based estimators of the conditional Kendall's tau are discussed. Moreover, we propose a cross-validation criterion to select the associated bandwidth. In Section 3, numerous original theoretical properties of the latter estimators are proved: at rst, nite distance exponential bounds in probability (pointwise and uniformly w.r.t. z); then, under an asymptotic point-of-view, pointwise and uniform consistency; and nally the asymptotic normality of conditional Kendall's tau under unrestrictive assumptions (see below) and with an explicit limiting law. A short simulation study is provided in Section 4. Proofs are postponed into the appendix.
1 The conditional copula of X and X given Z = z can be de ned almost surely as the unique copula of the conditional c.d.f.
F
X ,X |Z=z by Sklar's theorem. It was introduced by Patton [33, 34] .
De nition of several kernel-based estimators of τ , |z
Let (X i, , X i, , Z i ), i = , . . . , n be an i.i.d. sample distributed as (X , X , Z), and n ≥ . Assuming continuous underlying distributions, there are several equivalent ways of de ning the conditional Kendall's tau:
Motivated by each of the latter expressions, we introduce several kernel-based estimators of τ , |Z=z :
where 1 denotes the indicator function, w i,n is a sequence of weights given by
with K h (·) := h −p K(·/h) for some kernel K on R p , and h = h(n) denotes a usual bandwidth sequence that tends to zero when n → ∞. In this paper, we have chosen usual Nadaraya-Watson weights. Obviously, there are alternatives (local linear, Priestley-Chao, Gasser-Müller, etc., weight), that would lead to di erent theoretical results.
The estimatorsτ ( ) , |Z=z ,τ ( ) , |Z=z andτ ( ) , |Z=z look similar, but they are nevertheless di erent, as shown in Proposition 1. These di erences are due to the fact that all theτ (k) , |Z=z , k = , , are a ne transformations of a double-indexed sum, on every pair (i, j), including the diagonal terms where i = j. The treatment of these diagonal terms is di erent for each of the three estimators de ned above. Indeed, setting sn := n i= w i,n (z), it can be easily proved thatτ ( ) , |Z=z takes values in the interval [− , − sn],τ ( ) , |Z=z in [− + sn , − sn], and τ ( ) , |Z=z in [− + sn , ]. Moreover, there exists a direct relationship between these estimators, given by the following proposition.
This proposition is proved in A.2. As a consequence, we can easily rescale the previous estimators so that the new estimator will take values in the whole interval [− , ]. This would yield
Note that none of the latter estimators depends on any estimation of conditional marginal distributions. In other words, we only have to conveniently choose the weights w i,n to obtain an estimator of the conditional Kendall's tau. This is coherent with the fact that conditional Kendall's taus are invariant with respect to conditional marginal distributions. Moreover, note that, in the de nition of our estimators, the inequalities are strict (there are no terms corresponding to the cases i = j). This is inline with the de nition of (conditional) Kendall's tau itself through concordant/discordant pairs of observations. The de nition ofτ ( ) , |Z=z can be motivated as follows. For j = , , letF j|Z (·|Z = z) be an estimator of the conditional cdf of X j given Z = z. Then, a usual estimator of the conditional copula of X and X given Z = z isĈ
See [40] or [13] , e.g. The latter estimator of the conditional copula can be plugged into (1) to de ne an estimator of the conditional Kendall's tau itself:
Since the functionsF j|Z (·|Z = z) are non-decreasing, this reduces tô
Veraverbeke et al. [40] , Subsection 3.2, introduced their estimator of τ , |Z=z by (3) for a univariate conditioning variable. Note that this estimator is the same as the one studied in [15, p.4] , i.e.τ , |Z=z . By the functional Delta-Method, they deduced its asymptotic normality as a sub-product of the weak convergence of the process √ nh Ĉ , |Z (·, ·|z) − C , |Z (·, ·|z) when Z is univariate. In our case, we will obtain more and stronger theoretical properties ofτ ( ) , |Z=z under weaker conditions by a more direct analysis based on ranks. In particular, we will not require any regularity condition on the conditional marginal distributions, contrary to [40] . Indeed, in the latter paper, it is required that F j|Z (·|Z = z) has to be two times continuously di erentiable (assumption (R )) and its inverse has to be continuous (assumption (R )). This is not satis ed for some simple univariate cdf as F j (t) = t1(t ∈ [ , ])/ + 1(t ∈ ( , ])/ + t1(t ∈ ( , ])/ + 1(t > ), for instance. Note that we could justifyτ ( ) , |Z=z in a similar way by considering conditional survival copulas. Let us de ne g , g , g by
where, for i = , . . . , n, we set
Note that such dependence measures are of interest for the purpose of estimating (conditional or unconditional) copula models too. Indeed, several popular parametric families of copulas have a simple one-to-one mapping between their parameter and the associated Kendall's tau (or Spearman's rho): Gaussian, Student with a xed degree of freedom, Clayton, Gumbel and Frank copulas, etc. Then, assume for instance that the conditional copula C , |Z=z is a Gaussian copula with a parameter ρ(z). Then, by estimating its conditional Kendall's tau τ , |Z=z , we get an estimate of the corresponding parameter ρ(z), and nally of the conditional copula itself. See [36] , e.g.
The choice of the bandwidth h could be done in a data-driven way, following the general conditional U-statistics framework detailed in Dony and Mason [10, Section 2]. Indeed, for any k ∈ { , , } and z ∈ R p , denote byτ (h, k) −(i,j), , |Z=z the estimatorτ (k) , |Z=z that is made with the smoothing parameter h and our dataset, when the i-th and j-th observations have been removed. As a consequence, the random functionτ (h, k)
As usual with kernel methods, it would be tempting to propose h as the minimizer of the cross-validation criterion
for k = , , or forτ , |Z=· . The latter criterion would be a "naively localized" version of the usual crossvalidation method. Unfortunately, we observe that the function h → CV DM (h) is most often decreasing in the range of realistic bandwidth values. If we remove the weight K h (Z i − Z j ), then there is no reason why g k (X i , X j ) should be equal toτ (k) −(i,j), , |Z=(Z i +Z j )/ (on average), and we are not interested in the prediction of concordance/discordance pairs for which the Z i and Z j are far apart. Therefore, a modi cation of this criteria is necessary. We propose to separate the choice of h for the terms g
−(i,j), , |Z=(Z i +Z j )/ and the selection of the "convenient pairs" of observations (i, j). This leads to the new criterion
with a potentially di erent kernelK and a new xed tuning parameterh. Even if more complex procedures are possible, we suggest to simply chooseK(z) := 1{|z|∞ ≤ } and to calibrateh so that only a fraction of the pairs (i, j) has non-zero weights. In practice, seth as the empirical quantile of
where N pairs is the number of pairs we want to keep.
Theoretical results . Finite distance bounds
Hereafter, we will consider the behavior of conditional Kendall's tau estimates given Z = z belongs to some xed open and bounded subset Z in R p . For the moment, let us state an instrumental result that is of interest per se. Letf Z (z) := n − n j= K h (Z j − z) be the usual kernel estimator of the density f Z of the conditioning variable Z. Note that the estimatorsτ (k) , |Z=z , k = , . . . , are well-behaved only wheneverf Z (z) > . Denote the joint density of (X, Z) by f X,Z . In our study, we need some usual conditions of regularity. 
Moreover, CK , denotes a similar constant replacing K byK and α by two. 2 This means that the partial derivatives ∂ k f Z (z)/∂z i · · · ∂z i k exist and are continuous for every z ∈ Z and every k-uplet
Since Z is bounded, Assumption 3.3 is most often satis ed with the commonly met continuous distribution.
Proposition 2. Under Assumptions 3.1-3.3 and if C
is strictly positive with a probability larger than
The latter proposition is proved in A.3. It guarantees that our estimatorsτ (k) , |z , k = , . . . , , are well-behaved with a probability close to one. The next regularity assumption is necessary to explicitly control the bias of τ , |Z=z .
is integrable and there exists a nite constant C XZ,α > such that, for every z ∈ Z and every h < ,
Assumptions 3.2 and 3.4 are satis ed when the density of Z is α-times continuously di erentiable in a (strictly larger) neighborhood of Z and K is compactly supported, for n su ciently large. Indeed, the vectors thu and thv will then be arbitrary small uniformly w.r.t. t ∈ [ , ] and u (resp. v) in the support of K ³. If K is not compactly supported, these assumptions are most often satis ed when the tails of f Z and its derivatives do not exhibit pathological patterns. For instance, if f Z is a Gaussian density, this is the case because this density and its derivatives are bounded on R p .
The next three propositions state pointwise and uniform exponential inequalities for the estimatorŝ τ (k) , |Z=z , when k = , , . They are proved in Sections A.4, A.5 and A.6. We will denote c := c := and c := .
Proposition 3 (Exponential bound with explicit constants). Under Assumptions 3.1-3.4, for every t > such
for any z ∈ Z and every k = , , .
Alternatively, we can apply Theorem 1 in Major [26] instead of the Bernstein-type inequality that has been used in the proof of Proposition 3. ,
As a corollary, the two latter results yield the weak consistency ofτ (k) , |Z=z for every z ∈ Z, when nh p → ∞ (choose the constants t and t ∼ h p su ciently small, in Proposition 4, e.g.).
It is possible to obtain uniform bounds, by slightly strengthening our assumptions. Note that this next result will be true if n is su ciently large, when Proposition 4 was true for every n.
Assumption 3.5. The kernel K is Lipschitz on (Z, · ∞), with a constant λ K and Z is a subset of an hypercube in R p whose volume is denoted by V. Moreover, K and K are regular in the sense of [16] or [11] .
Proposition 6 (Uniform exponential bound). Under the assumptions 3.1-3.5, there exist some constants L K and C K (resp. LK and CK) that depend only on the VC characteristics of K (resp.K), s.t., for every µ ∈ ( , ) such that µf z,min < C XZ,α h α /α! + b
for n su ciently large, k = , , , and for every t > s.
for some universal constants C , α , M , A , A and a constant A g that depends on K and fz,max.
We have denoted C f ,
.
Asymptotic behavior
The previous exponential inequalities are not optimal to prove usual asymptotic results. Indeed, they directly or indirectly rely on upper bounds of estimates, as in Hoe ding or Bernstein-type inequalities. In the case of kernel estimates, this implies the necessary condition nh p → ∞, at least. By a direct approach, it is possible to state the consistency ofτ (k) , |Z=z , k = , , , and then ofτ , |Z=z , under the weaker condition nh p → ∞.
, |Z=z tends to τ , |Z=z in probability, when n → ∞ for any k = , , .
This property is proved in A.7. Moreover, Proposition 6 does not allow to state the strong uniform consistency ofτ (k) , |Z=z because the threshold t has to be of order h p at most. Here again, a direct approach is possible, nonetheless.
Proposition 8 (Uniform consistency). Under Assumption 3.1, assume that nh p n / log n → ∞, lim K(t)|t| p = when |t| → ∞, K is Lipschitz, f Z and z → τ , |Z=z are continuous on a bounded set Z, and there exists a lower
This property is proved in A.8. To derive the asymptotic law of this estimator, we will assume: whereτ , |Z=z denotes any of the estimatorsτ (k) , |Z=z , k = , , orτ , |Z=z , and H is the n × n diagonal real matrix de ned by
This proposition is proved in A.9.
Remark 10. The latter results will provide some simple tests of the constancy of the function z → τ , |z , and then of the constancy of the associated conditional copula itself. This would test the famous "simplifying assumption" ("H : C , |Z=z does not depend on the choice of z"), a key assumption for vine modeling in particular: see [1] or [17] for a discussion, [8] for a review and a presentation of formal tests for this hypothesis.
Simulation study
In this simulation study, we draw i.i.d. random samples (X i, , X i, , Z i ), i = , . . . , n, with univariate explanatory variables (p = ). We consider two settings, that correspond to bounded and/or unbounded explanatory variables respectively: These simple frameworks allow us to compare the numerical properties of our di erent estimators in di erent parts of the space, in particular when Z is close to zero or one, i.e. when the conditional Kendall's tau is close to − or to . Note that these distributions are continuous, with in nitely di erentiable densities. We will use the Epanechnikov kernel. Therefore, they will satisfy Assumptions 3.1-3.6. We compute the di erent estimatorsτ (k) , |Z=z for k = , , , and the symmetrically rescaled versionτ , |z . The bandwidth h is chosen as proportional to the usual "rule-of-thumb" for kernel density estimation, i.e. We also consider their integrated version w.r.t the usual Lebesgue measure on the whole support of z, respectively denoted by IBias, ISd and IMSE. Some results concerning these integrated measures are given in Table 1 (resp. Table 2 ) for Setting (resp. Setting ), and for di erent choices of α h and n. For the sake of e ective calculations of these measures, all the theoretical previous expectations are replaced by their empirical counterparts based on simulations.
For every n, the best results seem to be obtained with α h = . and the fourth (rescaled) estimator, particularly in terms of bias. This is not so surprising, because the estimatorsτ (k) , k = , , , do not have the right support at a nite distance. Note that this comparative advantage ofτ in terms of bias decreases with n, as expected. In terms of integrated variance, all the considered estimators behave more or less similarly, particularly when n ≥ .
To illustrate our results for Setting 1 (resp. Setting 2), the functions z → Bias(z), Sd(z) and MSE(z) have been plotted on Figures 1-2 (resp. Figures 3-4 ), both with our empirically optimal choice α h = . . We can note that, considering the bias, the estimatorτ behaves similarly asτ ( ) when the true τ is close to − , and similarly asτ ( ) when the true Kendall's tau is close to . But globally, the best pointwise estimator is clearly obtained with the rescaled versionτ , |Z=· , after a quick inspection of MSE levels, and even if the di erences between our four estimators weaken for large sample sizes. The comparative advantage ofτ , |z more clearly appears with Setting 2 than with Setting 1. Indeed, in the former case, the support of Z's distribution is the whole line. Thenf Z does not su er any more from the boundary bias phenomenon, contrary to what happened with Setting 1. As a consequence, the biases induced by the de nitions ofτ (k) , |z , k = , , appear more strikingly in Figure 3 , for instance: when z is close to (− ) (resp. ), the biases ofτ ( ) , |z (resp.τ ( ) , |z ) andτ , |z are close, when the biasτ ( ) , |z (resp.τ ( ) , |z ) is a lot larger. Since the squared biases are here signi cantly larger than the variances in the tails,τ , |z provides the best estimator globally considering "both sides" together. But even in the center of Z's distribution, the latter estimator behaves very well.
In Setting 2 where there is no boundary problem, we also try to estimate the conditional Kendall's tau using our cross-validation criterion (4) , with N pairs = . More precisely, denoting by h CV the minimizer of the cross-validation criterion, we try di erent choices h = α h ×h CV with α h ∈ { . , . , , . , }. The results in terms of integrated bias, standard deviation and MSE are given in Table 3 . We do not nd any substantial improvements compared to the previous Table 2 , where the bandwidth was chosen "roughly". In Table 4 , we compare the average h CV with the previous choice of h. The expectation of h CV is always higher than the "rule-of-thumb" h ref , but the di erence between both decreases when the sample size n increases. The standard deviation of h CV is quite high for low values of n, but decreases as a function of n. This may be seen as quite surprising given the fact that the number of pairs N pairs used in the computation of the criterion stays constant. Nevertheless, when the sample size increases, the selected pairs are better in the sense that the di erences |Z i − Z j | can become smaller as more replications of Z i are available. 
Application to real data
In this section, we present an application of this methodology to the dependence between electricity consumption and temperature. The rst paper on this topic dates back to 1958 ( [7] ). Using UK data, they show that a decrease in temperature increases the electricity demand. Moreover, they show that the marginal e ect of temperature levels on electricity consumption di ers depending on the time of the day. Numerous other articles have studied the dependence between these two variables, see for instance [4, 29, 32] . Generally, in winter, electricity consumption increases when temperature decreases, because of the demand for heating. On the contrary, high temperatures in summer would cause an increased electricity demand for cooling homes, o ces and so on.
Formally, we study the dependence between the following two variables:
• Power t , the French electricity consumption⁴ in MW at time t; • Temp t , the temperature in Celsius degree at the Orly Airport weather station (France)⁵.
These two variables are observed every 30 minutes from 01/01/1996 to 31/03/2019. The nal dataset has got n = , rows. The unconditional Kendall's tau between these two variables is − . , computed using the fast Kendall's tau algorithm [14] . In other words, on average, lower temperatures are associated to higher electricity consumption. 
To have a more precise investigation about the dependence between these two variables, we decided to use a usual "detrending method": we t a linear trend on both variables and consider only the dependence between the two series of residuals. Formally, our model assumption is
where t is the the number of half-hours since / / , for some unknown coe cients a , power , a , power , a , temp , a , temp . And the couple of series (ε ,t , ε ,t ) is assumed to be stationary. We estimate these two linear regressions separately using ordinary least squares (OLS). The results are reported in Table 5 . All the coe cients are signi cant. Indeed, because of economic and technological growth, the electricity consumption increases on average by . MW each hour. At the same time, temperature increases on average by . × − Celsius degree per hour, which corresponds to a Global Warming of .
degree per year. Even if this is a very simple model, with a linear growth, it correspond to the right order of magnitude commonly found. Our goal is to estimate whether the dependence between electricity consumption and temperature is varying as a function of the day of the year (month, season...). The lack of stationarity on the original series had an in uence on the conditional Kendall's tau. Indeed, a part of positive dependence between the original variables is due to the fact that they both increase on average over time. We consider this as a spurious e ect caused by the non-stationarity. For this reason, we have studied the (conditional) dependence between the estimated residualsε ,t andε ,t .
Concerning the bandwidth h choice, we followed the insights of our simulation in Section 4. Globally, there exist two possibilities: choosing the bandwidth according to the usual rule-of-thumb h * = . ×σ(Z) × n − / , or using our cross-validation criterion, which yields h CV . Note that the computation time of this crossvalidation function is of order O(n ), by Equation (4). With our sample size n = , this criterion becomes computationally unfeasible in a reasonable time. To cope with this di culty, we use a Monte-Carlo approximation
where, for every l = , . . . , N, we sample independently i l uniformly in [ , n] and j l |i l uniformly on the set {j ∈ [ , n] : d(Z i l , Z j ) ≤h}. In practice, we choose d(a, b) as the number of days between the two dates a and b. For instance, the distance between January 1st and December 30th is days. Similarly, (Z i l + Z j l )/ corresponds to the mean day of the year between the days Z i l and Z j l , and is computed using the package circular [2] .
The estimated conditional Kendall's tau with the bandwidth h CV or h * are displayed in Figures 5 and 6 . We observe that conditional Kendall's tau is negative in winter, meaning that lower temperatures are associated with higher electricity demands. This can be explained by the energy consumption for heating purpose. On the contrary, in summer, higher temperatures are associated with higher energy demand, because of the energy consumption induced by cooling devices. It is interesting to note that the average conditional Kendall's tau in winter (− . ) is slightly smaller in absolute value than in summer ( . ). To complete this analysis, we decided to include a second variable, which is the hour of the day. The choice of a bivariate bandwidth is not straightforward. To simplify, we decide to use a diagonal bandwidth given by h *, = . ×σ(Z ) × n − / = days and h *, = . ×σ(Z ) × n − / = hour. The results are displayed on Figure 7 . On the x-axis, we globally nd the same trend: negative dependence in winter and positive dependence in summer, which is coherent. Moreover, in winter, the conditional Kendall's tau is more important (around − . ) during nights (20:00-6:00) than in the daytime. This may be explained by the fact that heating in households has a more important contribution to the total consumption than during daytime, when many people live outside their homes.
Day of the year
Note that, during summers, the levels of Kendall's tau given date and daytime are most often smaller than Kendall's tau given date only. This may appear as counterintuitive. But, as noticed in [9] , the average of the former quantity (over daytimes) is not equal to the latter quantity in general. In our particular case, we can argue that, during summers, the levels of dependence between temperature and energy consumption is rather weak once we control for daytime. This is the same phenomenon with usual factor models, where two variables may be independent given a third one, but they may be strongly dependent (unconditionnally).
A Proofs
For convenience, we recall Berk's (1970) inequality (see Theorem A in Ser ing [37, p.201] ). Note that, if m = , this reduces to Bernstein's inequality.
Lemma 11. Let m, n > , X , . . . , Xn i.i.d. random vectors with values in a measurable space X and g : X m → [a, b] be a symmetric real bounded function. Set θ := E[g(X , . . . , Xm)] and σ : = Var[g(X , . . . , Xm) ]. Then, for any t > and n ≥ m,
where c denotes summation over all subgroups of m distinct integers (i , . . . , im) of { , . . . n}.
A. Notations
Let us de ne a few notations that will be used throughout the proofs. For every ≤ i, j ≤ n and z ∈ R p , let us de ne
In the proofs, we will study the di erenceτ , |Z=z − τ , |Z=z using two quantities that can be bounded separately:f Z (z) and ≤i,j≤n S i,j (z).
This sum can be decomposed in the following way ≤i,j≤n
where the "diagonal term" ∆n(z) := − n i= S i,i (z) = IP X < X Z = Z = z n i= K h (Z i −z)/n . The stochastic component above can itself be rewritten as ≤i≠ j≤n 
A. Proof of Proposition 1
Since there are no ties a.s.,
implying +τ ( ) , |Z=z = ( − sn) +τ ( ) , |Z=z − , and thenτ ( ) , |Z=z =τ ( ) , |Z=z − sn. Moreover, 
This Lemma is proved below. If, for some ϵ > , we have C K,α h α /α! + t ≤ f Z,min − ϵ, thenf (z) ≥ ϵ > with a probability larger than − exp − nh p t /( f Z,max K + ( / )C K t) . So, we should choose the largest t as possible, which yields Proposition 2.
It remains to prove Lemma 12. Use the usual decomposition between a stochastic component and a bias:
. We rst bound the bias from above.
. This function has at least the same regularity as f Z , so it is αdi erentiable (by Assumption 3.2). By a Taylor-Lagrange expansion, we get
for some real number tz,u ∈ ( , ). By Assumption 3.1(c) and for every i < α,
Therefore,
where the last inequality results from Assumption 3.2.
Second, the stochastic component may be written aŝ
. Apply Lemma 11 with m = and the latter g(Z i ). Here, we have b = −a = h −p C K (by Assumption 3.1(a)), θ = E g(Z ) ≥ (by Assumption 3.1(d)), and Var g(Z ) ≤ h −p f Z,max K (combining Assumptions 3.1(b) and 3.3), so that we get
A. Proof of Proposition 3
We show the result for k = . The two other cases can be proven in the same way. Using the decomposition (14), for any positive numbers x and λ(z), we have
For any t s.t.
By setting
and applying the next two lemmas 13 and 14, we get the result.
because, for every z,
Apply the Taylor-Lagrange formula to the function ϕx ,x ,u,v(t) := f X,Z x , z + thu f X,Z x , z + thv which is di erentiable by Assumption 3.4. This yields
Since ϕ (α)
x ,x ,u,v (t) is equal to 
Third, the stochastic component will be bounded from above. Indeed, ≤i≠ j≤n
with the function gz de ned in (9) . We can now apply Lemma 11 to the sum of theg i,j , which are symmetrized versions of gz. With this notation, θ = E g i,j = . Moreover,
where in the last line we used Assumptions 3.1(b) and 3.3. The same upper bound applies forg i,j (invoke Cauchy-Schwarz inequality). Here, we choose b = −a = C K h − p . Applying Lemma 11, for every t > , we obtain 
The latter inequality, (19) and (20) This family of functions is bounded by one and its variance is less than σ := h p K f z,max |K| . Therefore, using Assumption 3.5, we can apply Propositions 9 and 10 in [12] that are coming from [11] : for some universal constants A and A , some constant A g that depends on K and fz,max (see Proposition 1 in [11] ) and for every x > , IP sup For any positive t s.t. A C K (n− )A g σ ln( /σ) < n / h p t/ , note that we can nd a real x > th p /( C K A ). Then, we have Set θn := E[Un(g)], g * (x , x ) := (g(x , x ) + g(x , x ))/ and g * i,j = (g i,j + g j,i )/ for every (i, j), i ≠ j. Note that Un(g) = Un(g * ). Since g * is symmetrical, the HÃąjek projectionÛn(g * ) of Un(g * ) satis eŝ Un(g * ) := n j= E[g * ,j |X j , Z j ]/n − θn . Note that E[Ûn(g * )] = θn = τ , |Z=z + o P ( ). Since Var(Ûn(g * ) = Var(E[g * ,j |X j , Z j ])/n = O((nh p ) − ), thenÛn(g * ) = θn + o P ( ) = τ , |Z=z + o P ( ). Moreover, using the notation g i,j := g * i,j − E[g * i,j |X j , Z j ] − E[g * i,j |X i , Z i ] + θn for ≤ i ≠ j ≤ n, we have Un(g * ) −Ûn(g * ) = ≤i≠ j≤n g i,j /n(n − ). By usual U-statistics calculations, it can be easily checked that
Var Un(g * ) −Ûn(g * ) = n (n − ) ≤i ≠ j ≤n ≤i ≠ j ≤n
Indeed, when all indices (i , i , j , j ) are di erent, or when there is a single identity among them, E[g i ,j g i ,j ] is zero. The rst nonzero terms arise when there are two identities among the indices, i.e. i = i and j = j (or i = j and j = i ). In the latter case, we get an upper bound as O((nh p ) − ) when f Z is continuous at z, by usual changes of variable techniques and Bochner's Lemma. Then, Un(g * ) =Ûn(g * ) + o P ( ) = τ , |Z=z + o P ( ). Note that Un( ) + ϵn tends to one in probability (Bochner's lemma). As a consequence, τ , |Z=z = Un(g * ) / (Un( ) + ϵn) tends to τ , |Z=z / by the continuous mapping theorem.
where τ = τ , |Z=z i i= ,...,n and e is the vector of size n whose all components are equal to . Thus, we have Jρ( τ, e) = Id n , −Diag( τ) , denoting by Id n the identity matrix of size n and by Diag( τ) the diagonal matrix of size n whose diagonal elements are the τ , |z i , for i = , . . . , n . To be speci c, we get H = M∞(g * ) − Diag( τ)M∞(g * , ) − M∞(g * , )Diag( τ) + Diag( τ)M∞( )Diag( τ).
For i, j in { , . . . , n } and using the symmetry of the function g * , we obtain As a consequence, we obtain
A. Proof of Lemma 17

